Annual Review to Undergraduate Plans of Study

Department Updater

- Department Updaters review Plan of Study to see if changes/updates need made
- Are there changes to the Plan of Study?
  - Yes: Updater makes changes to the curriculum in plan of study and approves
  - No: Updater makes no changes and approves the proposal

Department Approver

- Department Approver reviews changes and approves
- Department Approver approves the proposal

Office of the Registrar – Catalog & Curriculum

- Curriculum Staff verifies no changes were made and approves the proposal
- Catalog is updated

Office of the Registrar – myPurduePlan

- myPurduePlan team review changes and update
- Draft catalog is updated

Curriculum Staff review plan of study, validate, ask for more information if needed, and approve
- Curriculum Staff verifies no changes were made and approves the proposal
- Draft catalog is updated